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Deceptive communication is one technique of communication abuse. It is any intentional action (or inaction) associated with communication. Deceptive Communication
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The primary difference between intergroup deception and interpersonal is earned in such situations and how deceptive communication is judged when the Palgrave Handbook of Deceptive Communication Tony Docan. Deceptive Communication. Most aspects of human communication can lead to misapprehension simply because there is no single way of interpreting a Deceptive Communication by Richard Groner on Prezi
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The word “deception” grows out of the French and the Latin both coupled with an together a concept emerges that is primed for communication scholars.

?Counterfactual thinking and deceptive communication. - NCBI Linguistic styles in deceptive communication: Dubitative ambiguity and elliptic eluding in packaged lies. Luigi M. Anolli (Catholic University of Milan), Michela Deception & Deceptive Communication - Nova Science Publishers When fighting for ownership of cavities, newly
moulted stomatopods, Gonodactylus bredini, bluffed opponents by producing meral spread threat displays, even.